Empathic decision-making involves making choices on behalf of others in order to maximize their well-being. Examples include the choices that parents make for their children, as well as the decisions of a politician trying to make good choices on behalf of his constituency. We investigated the neurobiological and computational basis of empathic choice using a human fMRI task in which subjects purchased DVDs for themselves with their own money, or DVDs for others with the other's money. We found that empathic choices engage the same regions of ventromedial prefrontal cortex that are known to compute stimulus values, and that these value signals were modulated by activity from a region of inferior parietal lobule (IPL) known to play a critical role in social processes such as empathy. We also found that the stimulus value signals used to make empathic choices were computed using a mixture of self-simulation and other-simulation processes, and that activity in IPL encoded a variable measuring the distance between the other's and self preferences, which provides a hint for how the mixture of self-and other-simulation might be implemented.
INTRODUCTION
Humans make different types of decisions. Self-oriented decisions mostly affect ourselves and are guided by the goal of maximizing our own well-being. Examples include what to have for lunch or which clothing to purchase. Pro-social decisions involve trade-offs between our own well-being and the well-being of others. Examples include a donation to charity and purchasing a gift for a friend. Empathic decisions entail decisions made on behalf of other people, with the goal of choosing what is best for them, and without having to sacrifice our own resources. Examples include the myriad of choices that parents make for their children, the decisions of a politician trying to make good choices on behalf of his or her constituents, and economic agents (e.g. in real estate or entertainment) who strive to commit their clients' time and money to activities the clients prefer. Although a substantial amount of progress has been made in understanding self-oriented (Rangel et al., 2008; Rushworth and Behrens, 2008; Kable and Glimcher, 2009; Rangel and Hare, 2010) and pro-social decisions (Fehr and Camerer, 2007) , much less is known about the computational and neurobiological basis of empathic choice.
From a psychological and neurobiological perspective, empathic choice is particularly interesting because it is likely to involve the interaction of two different types of processes: those involved in basic decision-making, such as value computation and comparison, and those involved in social processing, such as empathy and mentalizing.
With respect to basic decision-making, a large body of work has begun to characterize in detail the computations involved in selforiented decisions. For example, human neuroimaging studies have shown that activity in areas such as ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) correlates with the value of stimuli at the time of choice (Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Plassmann et al., 2007 Plassmann et al., , 2010 Tom et al., 2007; Valentin et al., 2007; Hare et al., 2008 Hare et al., , 2009 Rolls et al., 2008; Boorman et al., 2009; FitzGerald et al., 2009; Litt et al., 2011) . Similar results have been found in non-human primate electrophysiology studies (Wallis and Miller, 2003; Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006, 2008; Padoa-Schioppa, 2009 ). Activity in vmPFC has also been associated with the computation of stimulus values (SVs) during pro-social choices (Moll et al., 2006; Harbaugh et al., 2007; Tankersley et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2010; Tricomi et al., 2010) . Importantly, however, none of these previous studies include instances of empathic choice.
With respect to social processing, a separate body of work has begun to characterize the computations involved in social cognition. Empathy is normally defined as the ability to appreciate the emotions and feelings of others as separate from those of the self (Decety, 2010; Shamay-Tsoory, 2011) . A significant number of studies, using a wide variety of paradigms, have shown that areas such as the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) play a critical role in empathy computations (Mitchell, 2009; Zaki et al., 2009; Decety, 2010; Shamay-Tsoory, 2011) . Importantly, the previous literature on empathy has also not covered the case of empathic choice, as the tasks used involved the observation and evaluation of other's emotional states, but not decision-making on their behalf. A related literature has studied the neurobiological basis of mentalizing [often called theory of mind (ToM)] and has found that areas such as medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) play a critical role in this process (Saxe and Kanswisher, 2003; Mitchell et al., 2005; Saxe and Wexler, 2005; Mitchell et al., 2006; Saxe, 2006; Mitchell, 2009) .
Here, we present the results of a simple human functional magnetic resonance imaging study (fMRI) in which subjects made otherwise identical decisions (purchasing DVDs) in either a self-oriented context, by buying them for themselves with their own funds, or in an empathic context, by buying them for an unknown third party, with this party's funds. This allowed us to investigate two basic questions regarding empathic decision-making.
First, is the same basic neural circuitry involved in making self-oriented and empathic decisions? And, if not, what are the critical differences? Based on the decision and social neuroscience literatures discussed above, we hypothesized that empathic decisions engage the basic elements of the decision-making system, such as the computation of SV signals in vmPFC, but that their computation during empathic choice requires the activation of regions, such as IPL and TPJ, that are known to play a critical role in empathy and mentalizing.
Second, what are the computational properties of the SVs used to make empathic choices? In particular, we were interested in disentangling the extent to which subjects computed the empathic SV signals using self-simulation, other-simulation or other-learning. Under self-simulation, subjects infer the other's DVD values by computing their own value for them. Under other-simulation, subjects use some model of the other individual to infer his value for the DVDs but make no use of their own preferences for them. Under other-learning, subjects learn to compute the other's DVD values by repeatedly observing their behavior. Conceptually, there is an important difference between the last two approaches: other-simulation requires forming a social model of the other person (e.g. gender, nationality, age, etc.), whereas under other-learning, the other's preferences are learned simply by repeated observation and extrapolation. Thus, the other-simulation approach makes heavy use of social models and information, whereas other-learning involves much more basic forms of learning.
METHODS Subjects
Thirty-two normal-weight, American or Canadian, male subjects participated in the experiment (age: mean ¼ 22.8, s.d. ¼ 3.9). All subjects were right-handed, healthy, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had no history of neurological or metabolic illnesses and were not taking any medication that interferes with the performance of fMRI. All subjects were informed about the experiment and gave written consent before participating.
Stimuli
Subjects viewed 100 high-resolution color images of DVD covers of popular films from the last 15 years. They included comedies (e.g. Austin Powers), action films (e.g. Swordfish), dramas (e.g. Magnolia) and thrillers (e.g. Panic Room).
Task
There were two types of subjects in the experiment: one passive subject and 32 active subjects. The role of the passive subject was to be the recipient of the active subjects' decisions.
Active subjects made decisions inside the scanner in two types of trials performed on different days (average lag ¼ 90 days). On the first visit, they participated in an empathic choice task in which they made purchase decisions on behalf of the passive subject ( Figure 1A ). They were given a budget of $10 that belonged to the passive subject (any unspent funds were returned to him) and were given a summary sheet containing a photograph and some biographic information about the passive subject (see SOMs for detailed instructions). They were then shown images of 100 different DVDs and had to make a decision regarding how much to bid for each one of them on behalf of the subject. Bids were made using a 6-point scale of $0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. After every bid, subjects received feedback equal to the amount by which they had overbid or underbid relative to the passive subject's values (feedback ¼ active subject's bid -passive subject's bid). Active subjects did not receive any form of compensation for making accurate bids. Instead, the instructions simply told them to try to maximize the passive subject's well-being. The mapping of bids to response buttons was counterbalanced across subjects.
At the conclusion of the experiment, one of the 100 trials was randomly selected and implemented using a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) auction. The rules of the auction are as follows. Let b denote the bid made by the subject for a particular item. After the bid is made, a random number n is drawn from a known distribution (in our case, each integer dollar value from $0 to $10 was chosen with equal probability). If b ! n, the subject received the DVD and paid a price equal to n. Otherwise, if b < n, the subject did not get the DVD and did not pay anything. The optimal strategy in this type of auction is for the buyer to bid exactly how much he is willing to pay for the item being sold (Becker et al., 1964) . The active subjects knew that the outcome of the auction would be implemented and that the person for whom they were bidding would receive any DVD purchased plus any remaining cash from the $10. Note that since only one trial was selected to count, the subjects did not have to worry about spreading the $10 dollars across the different films and could treat every decision as if it were the only one. No deception was used in the experiment. The passive subject actually received DVDs when the subject's decision led to a purchase of the DVD.
During the second day of scanning, active subjects participated in the self-oriented version of the task ( Figure 1B ). In this case, they performed a similar task, except that now they made purchase decisions for themselves out of a $10 cash endowment that belonged to them. A randomly selected trial was again chosen, and the associated decision implemented at the conclusion of the two sessions. At the end of the second session, subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire detailing which DVDs they owned or had seen. In order to control for any potential order effects on bidding, the DVDs were shown in the same order as in the first experimental visit.
The passive subject played only the bid-for-self task outside the scanner. His responses were used to compute the feedback signals for the active subjects.
About task order
Given the difficulty in guessing another's film preferences, we were concerned that subjects would exhibit an artificial tendency to use their own preferences to make the purchase decisions for the other. In order to minimize this concern, we decided not to counterbalance the order of the two tasks and to introduce a long, multi-month lag between them. The results described below suggest that we were successful in avoiding a full self-valuation bias during the empathic decisions. However, this raises the natural concern of order confounds. To address this concern we carried out a companion behavioral experiment (see SOMs for details) in which we directly compared the effect of order on bidding behavior. For each individual, we carried out a linear regression of bid-for-other on bid-for-self and other-bid, separately for self-oriented and empathic choice trials. We found no significant differences across the two order conditions (min P ¼ 0.29, t-test), which rules out the order confound.
fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing
The fMRI data were acquired in a 3.0 Tesla Trio MRI Scanner (Siemens). We acquired gradient echo T2-weighted echoplanar (EPI) images with a BOLD contrast in an oblique orientation of 308 to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line. We also used an eight-channel phased array head coil. Each volume of images had 48 axial slices of 3 mm thickness and 3 mm in-plane resolution with a TR of 3 s. The imaging data were acquired in four separate sessions; the first two, in which subjects bid on behalf of the passive subject, lasted $13 min each. The latter two, in which subjects bid for themselves, lasted $9 min each. The first two sessions were performed on a separate date than the latter two sessions. Whole-brain high-resolution T1-weighted structural scans (1 Â 1 Â 1 mm) were acquired for each subject and coregistered to their mean functional EPI images. The structural scans were averaged across subjects to permit anatomical localization of the functional activations at the group level.
Image analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). We preprocessed the data in the following way. First, slice-timing correction centered at the middle T2 scan was applied, followed by realignment to the first volume. We then applied spatial normalization to the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) EPI template with a resampled voxel size of 3 mm 2 and performed spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel with full width at half maximum of 8 mm. Intensity normalization and high-pass temporal filtering were also applied to the data.
fMRI data analysis
We estimated several models of the BOLD responses to test the various hypotheses.
GLM 1
This general linear model was designed to identify the similarities and differences between empathic and self-oriented choices. It was estimated in three different steps.
First, we estimated a GLM with AR(1) for each individual subject. The model contained the following regressors: R1indicator function (equal to 1 when the event occurs and 0 otherwise) for bid-for-other screen; R2indicator function for bid-for-other screen modulated by bid-for-other; R3indicator function for bid-for-other screen modulated by the absolute value of the difference between bid-for-self and bid-for-other; R4indicator function for feedback screen; R5indicator function for feedback screen modulated by the negative absolute value of the feedback error; R6indicator function for bid-for-self screen; and R7indicator function for bid-for-self screen modulated by bid-for-self. All regressors were modeled as box-car functions with a duration equal to the subject's reaction time for that trial, except for regressors 4 and 5, which had a duration of 1 s. These regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response. The model also included motion parameters and session constants as regressors of no interest. Trials with missed responses were not modeled. Second, we computed contrast statistics for all of the tests of interest for each individual subject. Third, we estimated second-level test statistics by computing one-sample t-tests on the single subject contrast coefficients for each contrast of interest.
For inference purposes, all results are reported at P < 0.05 whole brain corrected at the cluster level (using the algorithm by Thomas Nichols; http://www.sph.umich.edu/$nichols/JohnsGems5.html). The only exception is activity in the vmPFC for which, due to the strong prior hypotheses, we report activity at P < 0.05 small volume cluster corrected (using an anatomical mask of the vmPFC area that included both sides of the medial orbitofrontal cortex and the rectus gyrus).
GLM 2
This model was very similar to GLM 1, except that activity at decision during empathic choices was modulated by two variables: bid-for-self and bid-for-other orthogonalized with respect to bid-for-self. All omitted details are as in GLM 1.
GLM 3
This model was very similar to GLM 1, except that activity at decision during empathic choices was modulated by two variables: bid-forother and bid-for-self orthogonalized with respect to bid-for-other. All omitted details are as in GLM 1.
GLM 4
This model was very similar to GLM 1, except that activity at decision during empathic choices was modulated by two variables: bid-for-self and a difference signal (given by bid-for-other MINUS bid-for-self). All omitted details are as in GLM 1.
Psychophysiological interactions model
The goal of this analysis was to identify areas exhibiting differential connectivity with vmPFC during empathic and self-oriented choices. The model was estimated in the following steps.
First, we extracted individual average time-series of BOLD activity within an individually defined region of vmPFC, given by a 4 mm sphere surrounding each individual's peak activation for the contrast 'R2 MINUS baseline' in GLM-1 within the anatomical mask of the vmPFC shown in Figure 1C . We removed any variance from this time series associated with the motion regressors. The resulting time courses were deconvolved using standard procedures (Gitelman et al., 2003) .
Second, we estimated a whole-brain GLM of BOLD responses with AR(1) and the following regressors: R1interaction between the vmPFC deconvolved time series and an indicator function for bid-for-other screen; R2interaction between the vmPFC deconvolved time series and an indicator function for bid-for-self screen; R3indicator function for bid-for-other screen; R4indicator function for bid-for-self screen; and R5the vmPFC deconvolved time series. Empathic decision-making SCAN (2012) 3 of 8
These regressors were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response. The model also included motion parameters and session constants as regressors of no interest. Note that Regressor 1 identifies areas exhibiting task-related functional connectivity with the vmPFC seed region during empathic choices. Regressor 2 does the same for self-oriented choices. Third, we calculated the following single subject contrasts: C1Regressor 1 vs baseline; C2Regressor 2 vs baseline; and C3Regressor 1 vs regressor 2.
Fourth, we conducted a second level analysis by calculating a one-sample t-test on the single subject contrast coefficients.
RESULTS
First, we discuss tests designed to investigate if the same basic neural circuitry is involved in making self-oriented and empathic decisions, and to characterize the key differences.
Longer RTs in empathic choice
Mean reaction times when bidding for self were about 500 ms faster than when bidding for other (self: mean ¼ 2.16 s, s.d. ¼ 0.52; other: mean ¼ 2.67 s, s.d. ¼ 0.47; paired t-test P < 0.05). This is consistent with the hypothesis that empathic decisions involve the deployment of extra processes.
Common value coding in vmPFC
We hypothesized that a common area of vmPFC is involved in computing the SVs assigned to DVDs at the time of decision in both the self-oriented and empathic trials. We focused our attention on vmPFC because a large number of studies have found SV signals in this area (see the 'Introduction' section). The bids-for-self provide a trial-by-trial measure of the SVs computed in self-oriented trials, whereas the bids-for-other provide a similar measure for empathic decisions.
We tested this hypothesis by estimating a general linear model of BOLD responses (GLM 1) that looked for correlations between the magnitude of the bids placed in each condition and BOLD activity (see the 'Methods' section for details). Activity in vmPFC correlated with the bids-for-other during empathic choices (Figure 2A , see Table 1 for a complete list of activations). Activity in the same area of vmPFC also correlated with bids-for-self during self-oriented choices ( Figure 2B , see Table 2 for a complete list of activations). A conjunction analysis showed that activity in a common area of vmPFC correlated with SVs in both conditions ( Figure 2C ), as did activity in areas of the precuneus, middle frontal gyrus and IPL (Supplementary Figure S3) .
We also looked for differences in the strength of SV coding across the empathic and self-oriented conditions. We carried out this test in two ways. First, using a whole brain analysis and our omnibus threshold, we did not find any regions that exhibited stronger responsivity to bid-for-self during self-oriented choice than to bid-for-other during empathic choices at our omnibus threshold. Second, we carried out an unbiased region-of-interest (ROI) analysis in the area of vmPFC that correlates with SVs in both conditions. A comparison of the average beta values within the ROI for the bid-for-self and bid-for-other regressors revealed no significant differences (P ¼ 0.26, paired t-test).
Differences in the network involved in empathic vs self-oriented choices
We also hypothesized that empathic choice would require the activation of additional regions, such as IPL and TPJ, which are known to be involved in social cognition. We tested this hypothesis in two steps.
First, using GLM 1, we looked for regions that exhibit higher average activity during empathic choices, and areas that exhibit higher average activity during self-oriented choices. A large cluster of regions exhibited stronger activity during empathic choices, including bilateral IPL, bilateral middle frontal gyri, bilateral anterior insula (Supplementary Figure S4A , Table 3 ). We also found regions exhibiting stronger activity during self-oriented choices, including bilateral supramarginal gyri, middle temporal gyrus, right posterior insula and superior temporal gyrus (Supplementary Figure S4B , Table 3 ). Second, we looked for differences in functional connectivity with the vmPFC valuation area between the empathic and self-oriented trials. We did this by estimating a psychophysiological interactions model (PPI) that looks for areas that exhibit increases in functional connectivity at the time of decision separately in self-oriented and empathic trials. The model uses as a seed the area of vmPFC involved in SV coding in both conditions (see 'Methods' section for details). We found that activity in bilateral IPL exhibited stronger functional connectivity with vmPFC during empathic choices (Table 4, Figure 3A ). In contrast, no regions exhibited stronger functional connectivity with vmPFC during self-oriented choices at our omnibus threshold. Interestingly, the regions of IPL that exhibit stronger functional connectivity with vmPFC overlap with those that exhibit stronger average activity during empathic trials ( Figure 3B ).
Together, these results provide supporting evidence for the hypothesis that empathic choice engages the basic vmPFC valuation system, just as it does in self-oriented choice, but that the computation of these value signals in empathic choice involves the activation of regions of IPL that are known to play a critical role in social cognition.
Next, we investigated the extent to which SV signals are computed using self-simulation, other-simulation, or other-learning, during empathic choices.
No behavioral evidence for other-learning
Under other-learning, the quality of bids-for-other should improve over time. A good measure of the quality of the individual's bids-for-other is given by: correlation(bid-for-other, other-bid) À correlation(bid-for-self, other-bid).
The first term measures the extent to which the subject's bids-for-other correlates with the other's preferences. The second term corrects for the fact that the first term might be artificially large if both individuals tend to like the same movies. The mean quality statistic was 0.06 (s.e. ¼ 0.017, P < 0.0001, t-test). Contrary to the other-learning model, we found no significant difference between the first and second half of trials (P ¼ 0.72, pairwise t-test), which provides evidence against other-learning.
Behavioral bids are consistent with a mixture of self-and other-simulation A comparison of the differences between the bids that the subjects made for themselves (during self-oriented choice) and those that they made for the other (during empathic choice) provides a behavioral test of the extent to which the SVs were consistent with the self-vs the other-simulation models. The self-simulation model predicts a very high correlation between the bids-for-self and the bids-for-other. In contrast, the other-simulation model predicts a much lower correlation between the two types of bids.
One critical difficulty in carrying out this test is that, regardless of how the bids are computed, they may be correlated because individual preferences are not independent (for example, no one seems to like certain movies). This problem can be circumvented through the following two steps.
First, we estimated a mixed effects linear regression of bid-for-other on two regressors: other-bid and bid-for-self. Importantly, the bid-for-self regressor was orthogonalized with respect to the other-bid. This is important because, then, any variation on bid-for-other that is explained by the bid-for-self regressor cannot be attributed to common preferences. As a result, the relative magnitude of the bid-for-self regressor provides a lower bound on the contribution of selfsimulation processes. Both coefficients were statistically significant and of approximately equal magnitude (other-bid: mean ¼ 0.52, s.e. ¼ 0.02, P < 0.0001; bid-for-self: mean ¼ 0.55, s.e. ¼ 0.03, P < 0.0001; t-tests).
Second, we estimated a related regression in which the independent variable was still bid-for-other, but the right-hand-side regressors were bid-for-self and other-bid orthogonalized with respect to bid-for-self. This alternative orthogonalization is useful because now the relative magnitude of the other-bid regression coefficient provides a lower bound on the contribution of other-simulation processes. Both coefficients were again statistically significant (other-bid: mean ¼ 0.24, s.e. ¼ 0.018, P < 0.0001; bid-for-self: mean ¼ 0.81, s.e. ¼ 0.03, P < 0.0001; t-tests).
Together with the previous result, the two regressions suggest that subjects computed SVs during empathic trials using a mixture of self-simulation and other-simulation processes. The relative magnitude of the regressors also suggests that the self-simulation component played a stronger role in our task.
Activity in vmPFC is also consistent with a mixture of self-and other-simulation
We also investigated the extent to which the SV signals computed during empathic choices were consistent with self-or othersimulation. We did this by estimating two new GLMs of BOLD responses. The key difference with the previous models is that activity during empathic choices was now modulated by two variables: bid-for-self and bid-for-other. Importantly, to deal with the problem of preference correlation discussed above, in GLM 2 the bid-for-other was orthogonalized with respect to the bid-for-self, and in GLM 3 the opposite orthogonalization was carried out.
We computed the average regression coefficients for bid-for-self and bid-for-other in both models within the vmPFC region that correlates with SVs in both empathic and self-oriented choice. We found that all regressors were significantly positive (P < 0.0001 in all cases, t-test). For completeness, we carried out similar ROI tests in all of the areas that correlated with SVs in either empathic or self-oriented choices and found similar results. These results provide further neurobiological evidence that SVs during empathic choice are computed using a mixture of the self-and other-simulation processes.
We also carried out an additional post hoc analysis designed to explore the computational role that IPL might play in empathic choice. Based on the results described above, as well as the literature discussed in the 'Introduction' section, we speculated that IPL might contribute to the computation of SVs by measuring the extent to which the other's preferences differ from the subject's own preferences. In our task, this signal can be measured by difference ¼ bid-for-other À bid-for-self.
This signal is computationally useful because it would allow subjects to compute their estimate of the value that the other places on the DVDs by computing their own value for it, and then carrying out the additive (and signed) adjustment given by the difference signal.
To test this hypothesis, we estimated a new GLM 4 in which activity during empathic choices is modulated by bid-for-self and the difference signal. Consistent with our post hoc hypothesis, activity in IPL and middle frontal gyrus was significantly correlated with the difference regressor (Table 5) . Interestingly, the area of IPL identified in this model overlaps with those exhibiting increased functional connectivity with the vmPFC valuation areas during empathic choices ( Figure 3C ).
DISCUSSION
The results presented here provide the following insights about the computational and neurobiological basis of empathic choice. First, empathic choices engage the vmPFC valuation system used in self-oriented decisions, and these value signals seem to be modulated by activity in regions of IPL known to play a critical role in social processes such as empathy. Second, the SVs used to make empathic choices are computed using a mixture of self-simulation and other-simulation. Third, during empathic choices, activity in the IPL encodes a variable measuring the distance between the other's and own preferences. This variable could be used to compute the value of DVDs for other starting from one's own value, which provides a hint for how the mixture of self-and other-simulation is implemented. The results have implications for various areas of the neural and social sciences. The results extend our growing knowledge of how the brain makes decisions to the case of empathic choice, which had not been previously studied. The results show that empathic decisions involve the combination of two types of processes: the basic valuation circuitry involved in self-oriented decisions and social processes such as empathy. In particular, in contrast to the case of self-oriented choice, in empathic choice, SVs in vmPFC seem to be modulated by a signal from IPL that reflects the difference in preferences between self and other. This result parallels a recent finding in an fMRI study of charitable donations , which found that the value signals in vmPFC were modulated by an area of posterior superior temporal cortex commonly associated with mentalizing.
The results also extend our understanding of social cognition in several ways. First, they show that the same set of areas that have been shown to play a role in 'passive' empathy tasks are also at work during empathic choices. Second, they advance our understanding of the precise computations carried out by IPL (i.e. a measure of the difference between the other's and the self's preferences) as well as how they affect decision-making (i.e. by modulating activity in the vmPFC valuation circuitry). Third, they advance our understanding of the role of mPFC in social cognition, which has been previously implicated in person-related and not object-related knowledge (Mitchell et al., 2002 (Mitchell et al., , 2006 Mitchell, 2009 ). Our results show that, during empathic choice, mPFC is involved in the computation of SVs. Importantly, the area of mPFC characterized here is significantly more ventral than those identified in previous studies, none of which involved actual empathic choices. Fourth, the statistical influence of own-bids on bids-for-others replicates the 'false consensus effect' from social psychology (Ross et al., 1977; Marks and Miller, 1987) . The evidence that IPL activity correlates with the difference in the two bids suggests a candidate region for explaining differences in the strength of false consensus across people or context.
The results also have potential practical applications in psychology and economics. They suggest that the ability to make sound empathic decisions might depend on the ability to compute value signals in vmPFC that give sufficient weight to the differences between others and ourselves. It follows that deficits in empathy and general social cognition might impair the ability to make sound empathic decisions, which could interfere with everyday social interaction. Additional evidence for the role of vmPFC in these types of processes comes from lesion studies (Krajbich et al., 2009) .
We were surprised to find no other-learning process at work during empathic choice. It is possible that this is due to specific features of the current task that might not generalize to other settings. In particular, the DVD stimuli used here are highly multi-dimensional and complex, which makes it hard to generalize across very different types of films. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that other-learning processes might be at work in settings with a simpler stimulus set.
